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Methodology of the Study
This study gathered polling data using land line and cell phone telephone interviews from
a random sample data base of Will County likely voters within the Plainfield Public Library
District. Interviewers asked questions from which the responses could be quantified, with a
qualitative question at the end permitting respondents to provide whatever other information
they desired. In addition, basic demographic information was gathered from respondents,
including their age and ages within the household and gender.
The telephone poll questions in this study are contained in the Appendix of this report. Within
the script, interviewers are asked to note the gender of the respondent and Question 8 asks
“beginning with yourself, what are the ages of the people living in your household.” Question
8 permits data analysts at Public Research Group to create variables of whether respondents
are 55 or older or have children in the household.
The database for the random sample of this study was drawn from registered voters likely
to vote in the March 2016 election within the Plainfield Public Library District. The voter list
with land line or cell phone numbers for these voters were generated from a database of
telephone numbers in the Library District using a GIS based computer software program that
creates the sample.
Questions 1 through 7 probed the preferences of respondents with regard to their support
for a potential Plainfield Public Library District referendum in March 2016. Questions included
respondents’ willingness to fund a bond to build and operate a larger, improved library at its
current location.
Issues explored in the poll also include the importance of the effects of explaining the referendum
to voters, ascertaining whether reducing the referendum amount would increase support for
it, respondents’ reasons for not supporting a referendum and whether short explanations of
the project components that the referendum money could be spent would change their
support.
This report will begin with a comparison of the basic demographic data provided by respondents
to Census estimates and then systematically present the answers to questions provided by
respondents. Periodically, demographic data will be compared relative to responses to
important questions. Public Research Group (PRG) will also present key findings of Question 7
using GIS derived heat maps based on miles from the current library location for an additinal
dimension of analysis to the polling data.

Plainfield Public Library District
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The Library District asked to have a small amount of the telephone sample be derived from
cell phones rather than traditional land lines. The total number of responses to this telephone
poll was 302, with 7% of the total sample resulting from cell phone numbers. The number of
completed responses provides a 95% level of confidence with a margin of error of plus or
minus 5.6% in predicting whether the sample is representative of the voting population of
the Plainfield Public Library District. A relatively small sample was selected based on cost
criteria, even though larger samples provide lower margins of error. Realistically though, larger
samples are not always necessary and only provide a perceived higher level of comfort with
the polling results based on a larger volume of responses. They are also not useful when the
findings are not particularly close.
The map that follows was generated using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) software
showing the percentage of polls in 1 mile radiuses completed within the Plainfield Public Library
District. A total of 60% of the polls were completed within a 3 mile radius of the current Library
location.
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Demographics
2010 Census demographic estimates are not readily available for the Plainfield Public Library
District political boundary. However, composite demographic information from aggregated
data for zip codes, 60544, 60585 and 60586 is which comprise a large portion of the Library
District and will be sufficient for general comparisons for this study. But it should also be noted
that demographic data alone is not a true benchmark of likely voters. The sample itself is
because historically only about 25% of eligible voters participate in local elections during any
given campaign cycle.
The following are basic demographic estimates:
Total Population
Percent Male
Percent Female
Median Age
Total Households
Total Households with Children
College Degree (Bachelors or Higher)
Average Household Income

97,800
49.3%
50.7%
33
30,400
16,220
48.6%
$98,700

The first demographic comparison is that, compared to Census estimates, a higher percentage
of females responded to the poll at 63% than composite demographic estimates at 50.7%.

In political science polling, it is possible to ask for a male to come to the phone in order to
slightly increase the percentages of males responding to polls. But there are occasions when
such a request might be offensive to female respondents.
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Question 8
The average age of respondents to this poll was higher than composite demographic
estimates, 58 years old compared to the composite demographic median age of 33 years
old. However, since those under 18 years of age can’t vote in elections, the true age of this
sample is about 39 years of age, closer to the estimate. For this reason, since this poll is of likely
voters in the March 2016 election, with older voters more likely to vote, and since the sample
for this poll was random, PRG believes the sample is representative of the sentiments of the
voting community within the margin of error.
The percentage of households in this poll with children was somewhat lower than composite
demographic estimate of 53%, with 32% of households responding containing children. Again,
since this is a poll of likely voters, where households with children tend to vote less than those
without children, PRG believes the poll is representative of the electorate.
Overall, PRG believes that the random sample of likely voters is representative of the
demographics of registered voters. While telephone polling tends to get more females and
older voter responses than do other polling techniques, such as email polling, telephone polling
remains a viable method of producing acceptable data measuring voter sentiments.

Plainfield Public Library District
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Question 1
The first question in the poll asked likely voters if they or members of their household use the
Plainfield Public Library. The findings show that 71%, or a vast majority of respondents use the
library.
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Question 2
The second question in this poll seeks to gather data about how lilkely voters or members of
their household receive information about the Plainfield Public Library. The data shows the top
three methods are quarterly newsletters at 86%, website at 34% and local newspapers at 28%.
This information is vitally important in the decisions of the delivery of campaign material.

Notable “Other” responses to this question included word of mouth and from the materials
available at the library itself.

Plainfield Public Library District
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Question 3
The third question focuses upon if the respondent feels the Plainfield Public Library needs
significant improvements to the building space for improved services and safety. The data
presented in the chart below shows that half of the respondents felt that the Library was in
need of significant improvements. This is an important finding in establishing the need to seek
a tax increase to make the needed building improvements for a better user experience in the
mind of likely voters.
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Question 4
The fourth question of the poll is the first question discussing a possible dollar amount in the
context of the upcoming March 2016 election. The question targeted a bond that would be
$180 per year. The data presented in the chart that follows shows that 39% were in favor, 26%
undecided and 35% were against a potential referendum. The probably for, undecided and
probably against represent 56% of the responses. The fact that the majority of the sample has
not really made up their mind on the referendum, provides an opportunity for the Library District
and/or its supporting groups to market campaign material on an on-going basis to these voters
to assist them on making an informed decision once Election Day is here. It also illustrates that
an organized opposition to the referendum has not been established at this point in time.
This gives the Library District an advantage to delivery campaign material strengthening their
position early and on-going during the campaign.

Plainfield Public Library District
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Question 5
This question of the poll asks about a small dollar reduction of the bond to $144 per year. This
lower dollar amount did not move the needle in terms of increasing support for the referendum.
The data presented in the chart that follows shows that 32% were in favor, 36% undecided and
32% were against a potential referendum.
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A follow up question was asked if the poll respondent answered No, Probably Against or Definitely
Against in Questions 3-5, why they answered that way from a list of possible statements. The
vast majority of the respondents cited paying no more in taxes at 86% as the primary reason
they were against the referendum. This hard line position that was discovered during the data
gathering process will be very difficult to change during the campaign. The logical conclusion
based on this information would be to focus on the undecided voters to move their decision
to supporting the referendum.

Notable “Other” responses included residents being on a fixed income and many felt that the
library currently fits the needs of the community and has no need to be improved.
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Question 6
This question of the poll lists some of the new improvements to the library that would include a
performance space, early literacy support areas, designated quite rooms, group study areas
and a digital media lab. This did help in making the undecided or no response category
smaller than previous like-minded questions at 22%.
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Question 7
This question of the poll summaries for the final time the respondent’s decision on the potential
referendum now that information has been shared about the initiative. The data presented
in the chart that follows shows that 43% were in favor, 24% undecided and 33% were against
a potential referendum. The poll highlighted that the little amount of discussion during the
poll provided valuable information to the respondent regarding the referendum and had a
positive effect in influencing their final decision.

Plainfield Public Library District
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Question 7- Cross-tabulation based on Age:
The graphs below indicate that support for the referendum is higher in voters under 55, while
those respondents that were over 55 tended to be slightly more against and generally more
undecided.
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Question 7- Cross-tabulation based on Children in the Household:
The graphs below indicate that support for the referendum is higher in voters with children in
the household, while those respondents that had no children in their household tended to be
slightly more against and generally more undecided.
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Question 7- Heat Map: Level of Support
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Question 7- Heat Map: Level of Undecided
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Question 9 - Comments
Question 9 permitted respondents to share their own comments and they are presented in the
Appendix. As is the policy with PRG, these comments are presented without editing except for
clarity and brevity. The responses varied widely, but some notable themes emerged.
These include:
•
•
•

Many residents feel that the community has outgrown the current building
Providing adequate parking in a downtown location is extremely important
A few residents feel there is an opportunity to slightly renovate the existing building
and build a new satellite facility elsewhere in Plainfield
The design and site planning of the new library project is important
There is a desire by a majority of respondents for more specific details and information
about the referendum including overall costs, costs for homeowners and length of the
bond payment

•
•
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General Conclusions
The data from the poll provides a few general conclusions can be made. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The vast majority of respondents use the Library
Quarterly newspapers is an effective way to reach likely voters
Half of the respondents felt that the Library was in need of significant improvements
Undecided voters are a key to gain positive support for the referendum to pass
The vast majority of the respondents cited paying no more in taxes at 86% as the
primary reason they were against the referendum
Younger age groups are more supportive of the referendum
The timing to launch the campaign is a priority and needs to happen in the very near
future
The dollar amount for the referendum should be finalized
The architectural design and site planning of the new library project is important and
will influence votes as to the outcome of the referendum
The heat maps should be used to identify areas critical to the passing of referendum.
This would include reviewing areas of support and areas of undecidedness with efforts
to increase campaign information into those areas needing attention to gain positive
support at election time.
A follow up poll should not be undertaken until the campaign is in full swing and has
had time to mature within the community to validate the effectiveness of the message

Plainfield Public Library District
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Poll No:________________________

Name:________________________

Plainfield Public Library District Telephone Poll Script
Good evening. My name is (first only) and I'm calling on behalf of The Plainfield Public Library
District. We are not selling anything or asking for donations. We are conducting a short poll to
identify community support for a potential Plainfield Public Library District expansion plan &
referendum in March 2016. We have just a few questions to ask and this should take less than 5
minutes.
Could I please speak to anyone who voted in the last election?
(When that person is on the line) Will you take just a few minutes with us tonight to discuss a
potential referendum in March 2016?
____ Yes

____ No

If no, apologize for bothering them and terminate the survey. If yes, proceed.
INTERVIEWER SHOULD NOTE READING WHETHER THE PERSON IS (CIRCLE):
1. A MAN
2. A WOMAN
Before we begin let me assure you that all of your responses are confidential. This is important data
that will aid the library on how to proceed with a potential referendum in March of next year.
1. Do you or members of your household use the Plainfield Public Library?
_____Yes

_____No

2. How do you or members of your household receive information about the Plainfield Public
Library? (Check all that apply)
____Quarterly Newsletters
____Website

_____Weekly E-News
_____Local Newspapers

_____Social Media/Apps
_____Other (Please Specify)

3. Do you feel the Plainfield Public Library needs significant improvements to the building
space for improved services and safety?
_____Yes

_____No

Plainfield Public Library District

____I Don’t Know
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4. In March there may be a referendum on the ballot asking voters if they would support a
bond to build and operate a larger, improved library at its current location. If you learned
that this bond would cost the average homeowner of a $295,000 home an additional $15 per
month or $180 per year, would you vote for or against this referendum?
(If FOR or AGAINST ask: PROBE……Would that be definitely or probably
FOR/AGAINST?)
___ Definitely for
___ Probably for
___ Undecided
___ Probably against
___ Definitely against
5. If the amount was reduced to $12 per month or $144 per year, would you vote for or against
this proposal?
(If For or AGAINST ask: PROBE….Would that be definitely or probably
FOR/AGAINST?)
___ Definitely for
___ Probably for
___ Undecided
___ Probably against
___ Definitely against
If they answered NO, PROBABLY AGAINST or DEFINITELY AGAINST in Questions
3-5, ask why? (Check all that apply)
___ I have concerns that the project will not be completed on-time and within budget
___ I don’t want to pay any more taxes
____The project is at the wrong location
____The project elements do not appeal to me
____Now is not a good time to be doing this
Any other reasons?__________________________________________________________
6. Would you be more or less likely to vote for this proposal if you learned that some of the

new improvements to the library would include a performance space, early literacy support
areas, designated quiet rooms, group study areas and a digital media lab?
(If FOR or AGAINST ask: PROBE….Would that be definitely or probably
FOR/AGAINST?)
___ Definitely for
___ Probably for
___ Undecided
___ Probably against
___ Definitely against

22
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7. Now that you know a little more about this possible referendum, if the election were being
held today, would you vote for or against it?
(If FOR or AGAINST ask: PROBE…..Would that be definitely or probably
FOR/AGAINST?)
___ Definitely for
___ Probably for
___ Undecided
___ Probably against
___ Definitely against

8. Beginning with yourself, what are the ages of the people living in your household?
______, ______, ______, ______, ______, ______, ______, ______, ______

9. Any other comments you would like to share?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your time. Have a good evening.

Plainfield Public Library District
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Question 9- Open Ended Comments
•

Before voting definitely for project, residents wants to know how long bond is for- how
many years
Before voting definitely for referendum, would like to receive info on how long the
bond would continue and exact amount it would cost tax payers monthly and yearly.
Would like the library district to mail expansion plan info as noted above to all residents
in Plainfield so they can be informed on subject and know how to decide. Info
on website is not good enough as many people are older and don’t use computers.
Biggest decision factor would be the amount of money tax payers would have to pay
to help fund project.
Bring more moms and support for children to library to support early education
Can see a lot of waste in library spending, why do we need a performance area
College kids use library at college- but believe necessary for town of Plainfield
Deciding factor would be exact amount of property tax increase per month/ year
Definitely against. No exceptions. Will not change mind
Definitely does not want to incur a tax increase for a project of this type
Definitely for education improvements to library. Any way library can provide
improved services for youth on an educational level is beneficial.
Definitely for expansion program and referendum due to high population growth.
Would like to see expanded circulation opportunities as part of expanded services.
Would like to see geneology programs offered.
Definitely for new building, larger space, expanded programs
Definitely for project
Definitely for referendum as feels that Plainfield Library has needed to be expanded
for years. Also thinks the Library District does a good job with what they have.
Definitely for referendum. Wants library to stay in same location
Definitely for the expanded services listed in question 6. Also feels the library needs to
be larger. Current location is a good place for a new library
Definitely wants expansion plan. Please make sure library district gets word out to the
entire Plainfield population. Please enlarge parking lot significantly. Create a drive thru
book, dvd, video drop off at current library, and new library if constructed.
Desires more definitive information
Does not like to share with people how she is voting
Does not want any tax increases for a project like this
Doesn’t feel the library needs to be larger with state of the art equipment. Doesn’t
want to incur any tax increase to fund project.
Doesn’t have enough info to make an opinion
Doesn’t know anything about Plainfield Library. Iives in unincorporated Plainfield.
Never uses library, and doesn’t know location.
Doesn’t see a need
Doesn’t use library- but feels it is good for the community- at this time would vote
against taxes rising
Doesn’t use library- handicapped. No new taxes
Doesn’t use the library

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Doesn’t want to pay any more property tax as feels Plainfield receives so much money
in property taxes they have more than enough to fund library expansion without
additional tax increases.
Don’t think Plainfield needs expanded library services as many online options and
current library is sufficient. Also, doesn’t want to pay any more property taxes
Don’t use- no more taxes
Drive through book drop offs is important to resident
Enjoy the library
Excited for expansion/ services
Feel like resident has paid her dues in taxes and is not willing to support any more taxes
for any types of projects.
Feels libraries are obsolete. Feels cities and villages should start shutting down libraries
throughout US as they are an unnecessary cost. All info can be obtained online,
Too costly for Americans.
Feels library meets residents needs and does not need to be enlarged or enhanced.
Not a tax increase issue.
Feels library needs expansion and more space, but not willing to fund project with
taxpayer money. Pays for Naperville and Plainfield taxes. Feels Plainfield probably
needs library in north section of town.
Feels Plainfield Library has outgrown itself with current population size.
Feels project is important to future of Plainfield
Focus- don’t get grandios with big building. Plainfield and shorewood are the most
outdated
For it if it was a grant
Former teacher- supports improvement
Get additional info out to public on subject
Goes to the movies there
Has Plainfield address but lives in Joliet. Uses Joliet library. She and her family cannot
use the Plainfield library programs, and therefore doesn’t use the library. Also, doesn’t
want to incur a property tax increase.
Hasn’t used Plainfield Library to date much as children are young. However, feels an
expansion would be beneficial for community. Just needs to know more about current
library space and services and proposed expansion before deciding definitely for.
Have federal and illinois tax forms available. Former teacher.
Haven’t used the Plainfield Library in years. Doesn’t know what needs are
Homebound- Plainfield library delivers books to her. Appreciates their service.
Hope bring expansion to referendum. Hope referendum passes if on ballot for
community
Important to expand services for the youth in the community
Include expansion for future of Plainfield as it will continue to expand
Inter library sharing capabilities could be improved. Would also like to see library
sharing capabilities with other states. How will library district be able to increase
physical size of library at current location? Not enough space to build a larger library
at current size.
Is for library expansion plan, however there needs to be a large amount of additional

Plainfield Public Library District
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parking, not just for library but all establishments in downtown area.
Its crowded
Just needs a little bit more time to digest project information on subject before
deciding
Just started to use the library programs. Knows that library needs to be updated as her
kids get older will need more current resources
Kids go to a boarding school- don’t use library
Lets do it and get the project done right. Library Board Member
Library is doing great job- do want to have those quiet rooms.
Library meets his needs the way it is
Likes audio books- doesn’t feel like there is a need for all of the performance areasdigital lab, etc.
Likes the library. Meets residents needs very well. Against expansion because resident
does not want to incur any type of tax increase to fund this type of project.
Likes the specialty classes the Plainfield Library offers. Would like to see more special
classes. Particularly likes cooking classes.
Lives in Joliet with Plainfield address. Doesn’t use Plainfield library. Doesn’t even know
where library is
Lives in unincorporated Plainfield. Will definitely vote against because she can’t use
the library or services.
Love the library- favorite place in Plainfield
Make it look 21st century. Update it
May vote for referendum if can. New to area- would like more info
Most books respondent reads and obtains their online sources, however feels library
expansion idea is good for the community
Need more information
Need more information for the vote
Need more space
Need more space and updated
Need new building- parking is an issue. Plainfield is a large enough city but we have
fallen behind other cities with their amenities.
Needs additional info before committing to definitely voting yes to referendum
Needs more info before deciding
Needs more information about project specifics before making a decision on
supporting a referendum
Needs more information on costs and projects etc. before deciding definitely for
referendum
Needs more information on exact cost of project before deciding for or against
Needs more specific info on subject before making a decision one way or another
Needs more specific information on proposed project before decided for or against
the referendum
Needs more specific information on subject before deciding whether for or against
referendum.
Needs to be upgraded and more space
No more property taxes. No increases and no more money spent on projects of this

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

type
No more taxes
Northern branch- if feasible more services targeted to seniors.
Not a lot of parking. Need to have that infrastructure in play- even downtown
wouldn’t provide enough for library as it is hard to find parking there
Not against expansion, against tearing down current library and building new in same
location. Waste of money in residents opinion. Keep current library operating and build
satellite in another location
Now is not the time
One more Library District Board member is illusional. No more taxes. Moving out of IL if
this keeps up.
Parking Issue. Needs to be affiliated with schools
Pay enough taxes in this City for services. No more tax increases for any type of
service.
People who they hire at the library are extremely nice and helpful. Will be moving from
area soon, would like to see it improved for the community
Performance space is a high priority for resident as she is a theatre major. Also,believes
library and education is extremely valuable to the life of any community
Plainfield already takes too much of residents taxes and library’s expansion is
unreasonable.
Plans look great. Be a great addition to the community- too crowded currently
Please build the new larger library with wheelchair accessibility both inside and out
as husband is handicapped and currently is unable to use the library. Current library
has outgrown its size for the size of Plainfield
Please provide more parking in downtown area for all establishments including library.
Resident rarely uses downtown area due to lack of parking spaces for all
establishments
Prefer northern branch building other than current facility expansion
Project definitely is needed to make community stronger. Expansion would be
extremely beneficial to the Plainfield community and residents
Renew books by phone - loves that idea
Resident definitely supports expanding project if library were to be built at another
location. Resident feels current location does not support the needs of the community
size wise/ population wise. Would not be in favor of an elevated parking garage
or any type of parking garage as resident feels this would be a traffic and
transportation nightmare in the downtown location.
Resident feels library size and services should be expanded to meet population needs.
However, would probably vote against referendum because can’t incur any property
tax increase to fund project.
Resident feels some of the current library services are outdated and would like to see
some expanded services. However, she doesn’t feel a new or larger building needs to
be built. She would like circulation to be expanded so she doesn’t have to
obtain books from other libraries.
Resident feels the current library quite effectively meets their needs. However, does
recognize there may be a need for a larger library and expanded services to

Plainfield Public Library District
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meet larger community needs.
Resident feels the library is adequate as is. Not so much a tax issue
Resident feels the new library should be built in current location and belongs in
downtown Plainfield. However, resident attended a library meeting on possibility
of building an elevated parking garage or underground parking garage costing
millions of dollars.
Resident is against building a parking garage as feels costs of project should go
towards building a larger library and expanding services versus spending money on a
parking facility.
Resident would like Library District to remind and publicize to the community that
although the possible referendum would be asking for taxpayer dollars to help
fund project, that in past many donations have been made where taxpayers did not
have to incur many costs to build in the past. Resident hopes a future referendum will
pass.
Resident feels the Plainfield Public Library is extremely effective as is. Never extremely
crowded. Does not want taxes increased to help fund. Uses library as well as family all
the time.
Resident feels the Plainfield Public Library meets her family’s needs very well currently
as is
Resident is for library expansion, but feels the library has outgrown its current location.
Should move location to the west- safety is a big issue.
Resident uses library, however feels may not be cost effective to tear down library and
rebuild in same location as much more expensive to build new facility. If going
to rebuild, may need to look toward future needs.
Resident would be in favor of expansion provided all improvements listed in question
6 would be executed. If not, would move to undecided category. Also, resident would
vote for referendum only if expansion plan includes large amount of additional
parking space in downtown area near library.
Resident would vote probably against referendum because the library currently meets
the families needs very well.
Retired principal from Palatine. Feels Plainfield school district is not doing a good job
academically. Library as well. No more taxes- does not want a state of the art library
like fire station
Satellite library- keep library as is
Satellite library location in Plainfield is a different story. Might be valuable for Plainfield
residents to have a new library in another area due to growth in population size.
Definitely against not relocating to tax increase.
Schools provide tech labs etc. Thinks the schools have what the kids need. Need more
info
Some of the bricks from current library should be used for a walkway path to the new
building. This would preserve some of the history of the old building and downtown
area.
Take the money from schools budget to help library- paying way too many taxes
Taxes are too high. Will not support any type of tax increase for a project of this type
There is an exceptional brochure at the library illustrating community needs for library
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expansion. Should use this information to help referendum to pass.
They’re nuts
Things the library does overlaps with other entities a bit. Thinks the library does a great
job with classes to teach technology courses to the older folks.
Thinks current library does a good job in all areas, but expansion is good. Would like to
know how long taxpayers would be paying for the bond. Parking is a big issue for
downtown Plainfield.
Thinks library focus should be on books, education and computers, not on
performance and shows. Feels there is overlap in services with village, park district and
library. All 3 do not need to provide same services, such as knitting classes, book clubs
Thinks the library could use more space, but doesn’t want a new facility to be
grandiose like the Police Department
Thinks the library does a great job with all programs especially with the seniors
Thinks the library meets her family’s needs and does not need expansion. Taxpayer
money could be better used to provide community services for children, helping
hands programs.
Thinks there should be some consideration given to keep the current building as is and
expand and build a new library in south Plainfield. So many residents don’t have
to drive 20 minutes to use library in downtown area.
Undecided as resident does not currently use the Plainfield library. However, is
concerned about library needs for the young people in Plainfield, so may vote in favor
of referendum if more specifics are provided on needs, population, costs and services
that will be provided (specifically for young children)
Undecided because doesn’t know library need
Undecided because don’t use library much
Undecided currently. Needs to do homework on subject so can make an informed
decision. Definitely not against project. All for education what will benefit community
and will benefit children
Use library all the time
Use the Naperville library at 95th as it has more resources and is located closer to
home
What you did 2 years ago was great. What about the parking?
Why not build an addition onto current building rather than build a whole new building
Why would we need a performance area. Let people know whats going on.
Wife uses it mostly
With computer age- can get everything online
Wondering about the performance space- something about the arts? Private/ public
funding, not just taxes
Works at Mokena Library
Works with day care kids who visit. Definitely worth the dollars for the kids/ students
Would like library District website to provide more info on subject
Would like library to find other ways to help pay for a new library. If costs were
reduced, resident would definitely vote yes
Would like to see a library expansion, however, not in downtown location. Would like
to see a new library in northern section of Plainfield where there is open land.
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Not willing to incur tax increase to help fund library expansion
Would like to see additional large meeting rooms
Would like to see better accessibility within the library- too many stairs. Keep this in
mind when building and designing a new library. When speaking about building a
larger improved library at current location, resident would like to know what the
city or library district would tear down to build a larger library in that current location in
order to be able to increase the library size.
Resident feels current location would not be able to accommodate a larger size
building and parking area. Resident and members of household use the electronic
reader and would like to see expansion and greater options in that area.
Would like to see handicap accessibility in both current and new library if expansion
comes to fruition
Would like to see info from school libraries and public library data to determine need
before incurring tax increase
Would like to see it expand
Would like to see Library expanded in size and services at current downtown location,
but not tear down. Also, could expand current building and build a satellite library at
different location farther away from downtown to accommodate all Plainfield
residents.
Would like to see library expansion. However, would like to see the library board utilize
some existing building in Plainfield to create a larger facility. Likes Plainfield library but
Joliet has excellent customer service that is better customer service than Plainfield
library
Would like to see Plainfield get rid of the library district. Too much money is spent on
taxes for PD, Library, etc. Plainfield should absorb these costs rather than the library.
Would like to see Plainfield Public Library use library space for tutoring children of all
ages. Would like to see expansion plan passed for betterment of community.
Would like to see the library expanded. Is not even against a tax increase to help fund
the project. However, is not personally in a monetary position to incur much of a
tax increase and support project.
Would like to see the Plainfield Library automate their catalog online. Would like the
Library District to draw funds for project from other sources other than relying on
property tax increases from residents. There are many local casinos and
other resources to draw money from other than just property taxes leaving
a huge source of revenue for the project.
Would not support any tax increase for a project of this kind
Would vote for it for the community, but please no more taxes
Would vote for the referendum if she knows exactly how long the bonds would run.
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